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9 Sir Sean's off target;
the butts are down
here (7)

instantly revealed
lots of oats ready to
be sown? (5)

10 Wed, being the
middle one of five
(7)
11 Go live, don't mess it
up! (5,2)

25 Looks up relative by
name (5,2)

12 The French screw up
American
retrospective - that's
bizarre (7)

26 Nurtured predator's
pride in daughter?
On the contrary (4,3)

15 Women shortly
coming round to
have a turn (5)

23

24

3 UK Party leader's no
saint ruling out
dealing with press
(4)
4 Opponents block in
very tricky legendary
winger (6)
5 Couple sympathised
... (continued
overleaf) (3-5)
6 Black dog bowl (10)

28 The Bradford
scaffolder set off (7)

7 Director's parting,
say, due to deviously
being sidelined (5,3)

29 Mother tiger mauled
French investigator
(7)

8 Viewer joins row
over dancer's latest
make-up (8)

Down

16 Fluffy child's toy
that's convertible
(4,3)

1 Old time dance
comes first in poll
(6)

19 Itinerant old band
member (7)

2 Group of notes is
irritating to the ear
(6)

20 Discovery of Viagra

8

27

21 Sterilise empty
fridge impounded by
police officers in
court (9)

13 Bored head's regular
selection of stories
lambasted (9)
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Across

6

14 After beginning to
play learned to
behave appropriately
(3,4,3)
16 Epic story covering,
for instance, Paris's
judgement (8)

17 FA rule violated in
Hamburg miss (8)
18 Nit-picking
journalist taken in by
wheeze on railway
(8)
22 Setter's unfortunately
regurgitated spicy
food (6)
23 Another chance to
see Space Corps
broadcast (6)
24 Late individual
review appearing in
Times disheartened a
lot (2,4)
27 Pair of cricketers
welcoming greeting
in US state (4)

